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ABSTRACT 

The textual information is increasing in the internet through different social network platforms like 
Twitter, Facebook, Reviews sites, Blogs and discussion Forums etc. These platforms changed the 
way of communication among people. Most of the people are exchanging genuine information in 
these platforms. Some of them create false information and spread this information in these platforms. 
The fake or false information is spreading to defame the reputation of people, companies, products, 
services and places. The detection of fake news becomes a popular research area in recent times. 
Most of the researchers proposed several approaches to detect the fake news or false information by 
analysing the written text. The PAN competition organizers introduced a task of fake news spreaders 
detection in 2020. The task is detecting whether the news is received from fake news spreader or not. 
The organizers provided Twitter dataset for fake news spreaders detection. This task is a type of 
author profiling that is used to predict the demographic information of authors by analysing the text of 
authors. The Stylometric analysis proved in author profiling domain to distinguish the author writing 
styles as well as to improve the profiles prediction accuracy. In this work, a set of stylistic features are 
identified by analysing the dataset to differentiate the writing styles among fake news spreaders and 
real news spreaders. Different machine learning algorithms are used to generate the classification 
model for classifying the fake news spreaders. It was identified that the proposed stylistic features 
based approach attained good accuracies for fake news spreaders detection compared to various 
approaches in fake news spreaders detection. 

Keywords: Fake News, Fake News Spreaders, PAN Competition, Machine Learning Algorithms, 

Stylistic Features 

1.INTRODUCTION 

In these days, the people are heavily relied on social media for different types of 
news like latest updates on movies, famous people, politicians, trending stories etc. 
This was become advantage to several people to spread fake or false information in 
the social media. The flooding of fake news affects the stock markets, news system 
and opinions of people. The fake news is spreading very fast among the community 
of people and hides the truthfulness of the original news [1]. The young minds 
attracted and influenced more with fake news because they have no proper 
knowledge on different sources of news. The fake news spreaders create more 
damage to the society when compared with fake news creators. Most of the people 
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not having any idea that the news in social media platforms coming from genuine 
sources or not. So, the spreading of fake news is restricted when the people check 
the correctness of the news before forwarding news to the community of people. 
Recently, the researchers concentrated on the detection of people who is spreading 
fake news in the social media platforms. In last five years, fake news becomes the 
hottest research topic and several researchers proposed approaches to detect the 
fake information in different types of datasets [2]. Some researchers solved the 
problem of fake news detection by using the news content and some other 
suggested techniques based on social context. According to [3], fake news detected 
in two ways such as news content model and social context model. In news content 
model, fake news detected in two ways such as style based detection and 
knowledge based detection. The style based detection techniques focused on the 
writing styles of fake news instead of knowledge on news content. The knowledge 
based detection techniques focused on the truth-value of the knowledge content of 
the news. The social content model detects the fake news in two ways such as 
propagation based techniques and credibility based techniques. The propagation 
based techniques focused on the way fake news spreads through a network. 
Credibility based techniques investigates the credibility of those who create and 
those who spread news. The fake news contributors are mainly divided into three 
types such as trolls, social bots and cyborg users [4]. The social bot is an automatic 
social media account managed by an algorithm, designed to create posts without 
human intervention [5]. The troll is a user of another kind that spreads false news 
among societies across the Internet. It is a type of user who aims to provoke 
consumers into emotional response and disrupt the online communities [4, 6]. The 
troll differs from the bot program because the troll is a real user, while the bot 
software is automatic. A cyborg user periodically takes over a bot account to post 
original content as well as to give response to other users. Fast posting, quick 
access and free publishing of news in social media is a good motivation to spread 
news in various fields[7]. However, spreading of news in social media is a double-
edged sword because it was used either for beneficial purposes or for bad purposes 
(fake news). The spreading of fake news presents several advantages for the 
sender. When receiving the same fake news many times and particularly when 
received by friends, the misinformation is finally accepted as true. The content of 
fake information tends to present more emotional words, usually to evoke anger and 
fear in the readers [8]. They employ more negative forms (e.g., not, never), usually 
with more uppercase letters or words, more spelling errors, more specific 
punctuation symbols (e.g., !, ?, as well as !!!), hashtags, mentions or hyperlinks. 
According to Pennebaker's studies [9], lying writers tend to use less number of words 
like I, me, my, mine, but more nouns, and some discrepancy verbs like would, 
should, could, ought. When telling the truth, the sentences are longer and more 
complex, containing more numbers, more details and more longer words. The Fake 
News Spreaders (FNSs) detection is a crucial step to prevent the dissemination of 
fake news through social media. PAN organized International Workshops on 
different types of tasks like plagiarism detection, author profiling, authorship 
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attribution, authorship verification, style change detection, bot detection, celebrity 
profiling etc., every year. In 2020 competition, PAN organizers introduced the task of 
FNSs detection by providing twitter training dataset of 300 authors in two languages 
such as English and Spanish [10]. Author profiling task was introduced in the year 
2013 which predicts the age, gender etc., of authors by analysing their written text. 
The intention of PAN organizers was FNSs detection is a type of author profiling 
task. The fake news spreaders task is detecting whether the author of a text is 
spreading fakes news or not. 

In author profiling, the author demographic features are identified by analysing the 
writing styles of an author in their texts. To analyse the writing styles, researchers 
identified different types of stylistic features. Several approaches to author profiling 
got impressive results when experimented with stylistic features. Similarly, the 
researchers applied the same stylistic features concept for fake news spreaders 
detection. In this work, a stylistic features based approach is proposed for fake news 
spreaders detection. In this approach, extract various stylistic features from the 
dataset by analysing the structure, syntactic and semantic information in the text. 
The experiment conducted on English dataset of Twitter tweets of 300 authors. In 
this dataset, 150 authors are fake news spreaders and 150 authors are real news 
spreaders. Each author file contains 100 tweet messages. Four machine learning 
algorithms such as Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF),Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) are used to generate the classification model 
and it is used to predict the accuracy of fake news spreaders detection. The RF 
classifier attained good accuracy for fake news spreaders detection when compared 
with other classification algorithms. This paper is planned in 8 sections. The existing 
works related to fake news spreaders detection is explained in section 2. The 
dataset characteristics are presented in section 3. The machine learning algorithms 
used in this work are discussed in section 4. The proposed stylistic features based 
approach is explained in section 5. The set of stylistic features extracted from the 
dataset are explained in section 6. The experimental results of proposed approach 
are analysed in section 7. The conclusions with future plans are mentioned in section 
8.  

 

2.RELATED WORK 

In author profiling approaches, most of the works used stylistic features alone to 
distinguish the authors writing styles. Some researchers detected that only stylistic 
features are not sufficient to detect the fake news spreaders and they feel that the 
combination of stylistic and other features which are extracted through twitter tweets 
achieved good results. Xinhuan Duan et al., extracted [11] sentiment, linguistic 
features, the presence of hashtags, emojis and political bias in their tweets. The 
profile-level vectors are generated by aggregating each feature with three functions 
such as mean, median and standard deviation which is used to train a profile-level 
FNS classifier like SVM classifier.The word n-grams, character n-grams and POS n-
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grams play an important role in the improvement of accuracy in existing author 
profiling approaches. Jakab Buda et al., developed [12] a software for Profiling FNSs 
on Twitter dataset in PAN 2020 Competition. This software used a stacking 
ensemble classifier of five different machine learning algorithms. Out of these five 
algorithms four algorithms such as RF, Regularized Logistic Regression (RLR), 
Linear SVM (LSVM) and XGBoost(XGB) classifiers are used word n-grams as 
features and fifth algorithm such as XGBoost classifier was used statistical features 
which are extracted from the feeds of Twitter. They tested the proposed software 
with different word n-grams. Additional to n-gram based models, they experimented 
with 17 statistical variables which are extracted from all hundred tweets of each 
author. They used three ensemble methods such as majority voting, linear 
regression and a LR model. The LRmodel was selected as final ensemble method 
because this model achieved most reliable results. Their software obtained an 
accuracy of 80.5% in Spanish and 75% in English for predicting Fake News 
Spreaders. They got first rank in the PAN 2020 competition. 

Personality is defined as the behaviours and cognitions characteristics of an author 
that distinguish an individual from others. Several researchers experimented with Big 
Five personality dimensions also called as OCEAN model such as Openness, 
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism. Some 
researchers used personality features by combining with different stylistic features 
for fake news spreaders detection. Matteo Cardaioli et al., proposed [13] an 
approach to focus on the extraction of writing style and behavioural characteristics of 
the user like personality traits. They extracted 10 stylometric features and Big Five 
personality traits from the twitter feeds of the author. IBM - Watson Personality 
Insights were used to extract personality information from the written text. They 
considered six facets for each personality trait and the total number of personality 
features was54.The authors used different types of emotional words while writing a 
document, review, comment, post, tweet etc. to specify his emotion. Luis Gabriel 
Moreno-Sandoval et al., presented [14] a novel strategy by using combination 
ofemotion, polarity and user statistics that serve as input todifferent classifiers. To 
extract emotion and polarity from each comment associated with a user profile from 
the dataset, the NRC Emotion Lexicon [15] and a Combined Spanish Lexicon (CSL) 
[16] were used. Emotional and polarity results as well as statistics of the individual 
were integrated into a single vector of characteristics to implement the classification 
model.Feature selection techniques identify best informative feature and eliminate 
redundant features from a large set of features. Catherine Ikae et al., suggested [17] 
an approach based on a two-stage method by ignoring infrequent terms and ranking 
the others according to their occurrence differences between the two categories. 
After removing infrequent terms, they proposed a feature selection method that 
works in two stages. In the first stage, the Term Frequency is considered. For each 
term, the distinguishing power is determined by estimating the occurrence probability 
difference in both categories. After this step, k terms (where k range is to 250) are 
considered which are having the highest and smallest probD scores as features. The 
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second step applies an additional feature selection procedure. In their work, the chi-
square method was selected to reduce the feature space to a few hundred terms. 
The top 150 terms having the highest chi-square values have been selected to 
define the feature set. They observed that doubling the number of features does not 
always improve the overall effectiveness of the proposed approach.Most of the 
researchers in research community proposed approaches by combining both 
machine learning and deep learning techniques. The researchers noticed that the 
machine learning approaches performance is good when compared with deep 
learning approaches. They also observed that the deep learning approaches 
performance is good when the dataset size is large. Xinhuan Duan et al., observed 
[11] that machine learning techniques was not sufficient to detect FNSs in social 
media. Later, they trained a fine-tuned BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers) language model to retrieve features that are used todifferentiate 
the desired classes of users. The pre-trained BERT model was used to determine 
the word embeddings and these are fed into Gated Recurrent Unit [18] to produce a 
prediction model for fake-news spreader detection. In their final experiment, it was 
observed that the combination of all features such as TLSP, sentiment, Emojis and 
Hashtags with SVM classifier achieved the best results for fake news spreader 
detection.Anu Shrestha et al., used [19] a set of features such as the sentiment 
expressed in the tweets, the BERT semantic embedding of the tweets, TF-IDF 
scored char and word n-grams and Twitter writing style.The experiment conducted 
with different classifiers such as Extra Trees, Random Forest, Logistic Regression 
and SVM with linear kernel. They observed that the Logistic Regression shows good 
performance when experimented with sentiment features, SVM was good for both n-
grams and tweet embedding, and Extra Trees was a best classifier for the style 
basedfeatures on English dataset. For Spanish language dataset, Logistic 
Regression is a best classifier for sentiment features, Random Forest was good for 
tweet embedding, Extra Trees was good for n-grams and SVM was the best 
classifier for the style basedfeatures. For English dataset, the n-gram features 
attained highest accuracy of 0.72 for fake news spreaders detection compared with 
other features. For Spanish dataset, the n-grams and stylistic features attained 
highest accuracy of 0.75 for fake news spreaders detection compared with other 
features. 

 

3.CHARACTERISTICS OF DATASET 

In PAN 2020 competition, the organizers included a task of fake news spreaders 
detection. They provided the dataset of twitter tweets of two languages such as 
Spanish and English [10]. The English and Spanish language datasets contains 
training dataset of 300 author tweets. Each author file consists of 100 tweets. The 
training dataset was balanced in terms of equal number of documents in both 
classes such as 150 fake news profiles and 150 real news profiles. When compared 
with previous PAN competitions datasets, this dataset hide the sensible information 
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in the tweets to make profile anonymisation like “user”, “rt” (re-tweet), “hashtag”, 
“URL” was obfuscated using some standardized keywords. Table 1 shows the 
English dataset properties of fake news spreaders provided in PAN 2020 
competition. 

 

Table 1. The Dataset Characteristics 

Language 

Training 

Total Fake 
News 
Profiles 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

English 150 150 300 

 

In this work, the experiment conducted on the training dataset of 300 profiles of both 
fake news profiles and real news profiles. The machine learning algorithms splits this 
300 profiles dataset into train and test purposes. 70% of dataset is used for training 
the algorithm and 30% of dataset is used for testing the generated model. 

1. Evaluation Measures 

The researchers used various measures such as recall, precision, f1-score and 
accuracy to evaluate the performance of their proposed approach. Table 2 displays 
the confusion matrix.  

Table 2. Confusion Matrix 

 

 Predicted Class 

Actual 
Class 

 
Fake News 
Profiles 

Real News 
Profiles 

Fake 
News 
Profiles 

TP 

(True 
Positive) 

FN 

(False 
Negative) 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

FP 

(False 
Positive) 

TN 

(True 
Negative) 
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Where TP is number of fake news profiles label samples are predicted as fake news 
profiles, TN is number of real news profiles label samples are predicted as real news 
profiles, FN is number of fake news profiles label samples are predicted as real news 
profiles and FP is number of real news profiles label samples are predicted as fake 
news profiles. 

     Precision is defined as the ratio among number of positive samples predicted 
correctly and total number of samples predicted as positive. Precision is represented 
in equation (1). 

Pr ecision
TP

TP FP


       (1)
 

Recall or Sensitivity is defined as the ratio among the number of positive samples 
predicted correctly and total number of positive samples considered. Recall is 
denoted in equation (2). 

 

Re
TP

T
cal

F
l

P N


 (2)
 

 

F1-Score is the weighted average of Precision and Recall. F1-score is computed by 
using equation (3) 

 

1
2 Pr Re

Pr Re

ecision call
F

ecision call

 


              (3)
 

The researchers used accuracy measure to present the results of fake news 
spreaders detection in the competition. The accuracy is defined in equation (4). 

 

  test sample correctly predicted their profile (TP N)

)

T

(

+  
Accuracy

Total number of test samples TP

Numb

F

er of

P FN TN


  
 (4)

 

 

In this work, accuracy measure is used to display the results of fake news spreaders 
detection. The researchers provided approaches based on machine learning 
techniques and deep learning techniques for fake news spreaders detection. The 
next section explains the machine learning algorithms used in this experiment for 
fake news spreaders detection. 
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4.Machine Learning Algorithms 

The machine learning algorithms generates the classification model by training the 
machine with training data. The classification model is used to predict the class label 
of test documents. In this work, four machine learning algorithms such as SVM, NB, 
RF and KNN are used to build the classification model for fake news spreaders 
detection. 

a. Support vector Machine (SVM) 

The SVM is popularly used in various research domains like text classification, 
sentiment analysis, pattern recognition etc. to handle both regression and 
classification problems. The SVMs are proposed by C., Vapnik, V., 1995 [20]. In 
SVM classifier, hyperplanes also called as support vectors are identified to increase 
marginal difference between numerous classes. Hyperplanes are used to categorize 
and divide the data into different classes. To handle, multiple categories of data, 
different types of kernels such as sigmoid kernel, RBF kernel and linear kernel are 
developedin SVM.  

b. Naïve Bayes (NB)  

The NB classifier is used for problems of binary and multi-class classification [21]. 
There is a strong assumption in Naïve Bayes classifier is the conditional 
independence among features. This classifier depends on Bayes theorem to 
compute the conditional probabilities of features. The Naïve Bayes classifier is also 
used to handle attributes which are real valued. The NB which supports this type of 
distribution is called as Gaussian NB. The Gaussian NB is simple and easier when 
compared with other methods which also used to determine the data distribution. 
The Gaussian NB determines the standard deviation and mean from training data. 

c. K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) 

The KNN classifier is a simple algorithm which is used to handle both regression and 
classification problems [22]. The KNN classifier determines the k number of nearest 
samples in the training dataset for a test sample. The distance is calculated by using 
distance measure like Euclidian distance measure. The majority class label in k 
nearest samples is assigned to the test sample. The drawback of KNN classifier is 
maintaining the training dataset with the classifier and the prediction process 
becomes slow when the dataset becomes huge. This classifier is not developing any 
classification model. 

d. Random Forest (RF) 

Random Forest is widely used and successful in various research domains like 
information retrieval, sentiment analysis, text classification etc. The RF classifier 
builds a group of decision trees based on random selection of samples for 
constructing decision trees. Each decision tree used a different set of samples which 
are randomly selected from the training dataset samples. The RF classifier used 
majority voting technique to assign a class label to a new sample. The new sample 
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was given to all decision trees and collects the decisions of all decision trees based 
on the path that new sample reaches to a class label. The class label is assigned to 
a new sample based on majority decisions of decision trees [23]. 

5. The proposed model for Fake News Spreaders Detection using Stylistic 
Features 

In this work, a stylistic features based approach is proposed for fake news spreaders 
detection. Fig. 1 shows the model for proposed approach.  

 

Fig. 1 The Proposed Model for fake News Spreaders Detection 

In this approach, first pre-processing techniques such as tokenization, lowercase 
conversion, punctuation marks removal and lemmatization are applied on the fake 
news spreaders dataset to remove unwanted data. Extract the stylistic features from 
the cleaning dataset. Documents are represented as vectors by using stylistic 
features. The frequency of a stylistic feature is used to represent the value of vector. 
The feature vectors are passed to the machine learning algorithms to generate the 
classification model. This model is used to detect the fake news spreader information 
of test documents. The set of stylistic features extracted from the dataset influence 
the efficiency of the fake news spreaders detetcion. 
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6. Style based Features for Fake News Spreaders Detection 

Extraction of suitable stylistic features is a major task in this approach. The stylistic 
features differentiate the writing styles of fake news profiles and real news profiles. In 
this work, a set of stylistic features are identified by analysing the dataset of fake 
news spreaders detection. 

 

1. Readability Measures 

The readability measures are used for knowing the level of complexity involved in 
reading of a text. Several readability measures are developed by the researchers in 
different languages to determine the readability of different types of texts. It was 
observed from the dataset that the fake news spreaders used simple language when 
compared with real news spreaders to make understanding of the text to end users. 
In this context, the readability measures are used to differentiate the texts of fake 
news spreaders and real news spreaders based on the complexity of words used in 
their texts. Various readability measures are used in this experiment to know the 
readability level of text.   

The person who is spreading fake news used shorter and simple sentences to make 
the text easier to read and understand. The readability measures mainly depend on 
the semantics and structure of content used in the text [24]. Readability measures 
determine the scores which indicate the level of understanding of the text to the 
target readers[25]. For example, the FRE score is high indicates the text is easier to 
read and understand, the FKGL score is high indicates the text is difficult to 
understand. The fake news spreaders messages have high FRE score and low 
FKGL score. The readability measures used different types of information like Word 
Count (WC), Sentences Count (SEC), Letters Count (LC), Syllables Count (SYC), 
Complex Words Count (CWC), Long Words Count (LWC) about the content of a text. 
Long words contain minimum six characters in the word. A complex word contains 
more than 3 syllables. The readability measures such as Automated Readability 
Index (ARI), Flesh Reading Ease (FRE), Flesh Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL), SMOG 
Index, Gunning Fog Index (GFI), Coleman Liau Index (CLI), LIX, RIX are 
represented in Equations (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12) respectively.  

 

Re 4.71 0.5 21.43
LC WC

Automated adability Index
WC SEC

   
       

                      (5)
 

Re 206.835 1.015 84.6
WC SYC

Flesh ading Ease
SEC WC

   
       

                                         (6)
 

0.39 11.8 15.59
WC SYC

FLesh Kincaid Grade Level
SEC WC

   
       

                    (7)
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30
1.0430 3.1291SMOG Index CWC

SEC
   

                                (8)
 

0.4 100
WC CWC

Gunning Fog Index
SEC WC

  
     

                               (9)
 

5.879 29.587 15.8
LC SEC

Coleman Liau Index
WC WC

   
       

                         (10)
 

100
WC LWC

LIX
SEC WC

   
     
                                                               (11)

 

LWC
RIX

SEC

 
  
                                                                    (12)

 

2. Similarity among tweets 

Fake news spreaders send the same tweet message multiple times repetitively to 
end users. By calculating the similarity between tweets, it is possible to identify which 
author sends the same messages more number of times. The Cosine Similarity 
Measure (CSM) is one popular measure to compute the similarity among the texts 
[26]. The cosine similarity score is high for fake news spreaders when compared with 
real news spreaders.For calculating cosine similarity measure, the tweets need to be 
represented as vectors with features. The features considered for representing the 
vectors are the most frequent terms in the training dataset. Most frequent terms of 
300 are considered for representing the tweet vectors.Each author profile contains 
100 tweet messages in the dataset. CSM calculates the similarity between the 
messages of each author. Finally, the CSM score of particular author is the average 
of similarity scores among individual messages in that author profile. The idea is the 
CSM score of fake news spreaders is high when compared with real news 
spreaders. The CSM computes the angle among tweet vectors. The cosine angle 
value is small indicates the vectors are similar and the vectors are distant for large 
angle values. The angles are varied from 00 to 1800 and the cosine values vary from 
-1 to +1. The CSM among two tweet messages is computed by using equation (13). 

 

 
   

   

| |

1 2

1
1 2

| | | |
2 2

1 2

1 1

, ,

,
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T

i i

i
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              (13) 
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Where, W(Ti, TW1) and W(Ti, TW2) are the weight of Term Ti in tweet 1 and tweet 2 
messages respectively, |T| is number of terms are identified to represent the feature 
vector. The term frequency used to determine the weight of a term in a feature 
vector.  

 

3. The Type – Token Ratio (TTR) 

The TTR is number of distinct words divided by total number of words in a text. The 
fake news spreaders used limited set of words to create and spreading fake 
message. So, type – token ratio is less for fake news spreaders when compared with 
real news spreaders because they used more repetitive words. 

 
4. Number of unique words 

Number of unique words usage also one important feature to distinguish the fake 
news spreaders and real news spreaders writing styles. The unique words are words 
that are occurred one time in the textual message. Number of unique terms is less in 
fake news spreaders messages because the fake news spreaders used a limited set 
of words to create fake news as well as to propagate the false news. 

 

5. The length of a tweet message 

The length of a tweet message also plays a main role in the detection of fake news 
spreaders. The fake news spreaders generally used short messages to convey the 
information. The intention of creating short messages is to attract the users with 
simple words and less content.    

 

6. Highest frequency of a word  

Highest frequency of a word is maximum number of times an individual word is used 
in tweets. Fake news spreaders used the words repetitively from a set of limited 
vocabulary terms. So, the frequency of individual words is more in fake news 
spreaders tweets when compared with real news spreaders. This feature is helpful to 
differentiate the writings of authors.  

 
7. The ratio of informative features in the tweets.  

The fake news spreaders used more informative words to write a tweet message 
when compared with real news spreaders. The real news spreaders used more 
number of non-informative words to write a tweet message. The Informative 
Features ratio is represented in equation (14). 
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Number of words after applying datacleaning techniques
Informative Features Ratio

Number of wordsbeforeapplying datacleaning techniques
 (14) 

8. Number of stop-words used in the tweet messages.  
The fake news spreaders used less number of stop-words to frame a tweet 
message than real news spreaders.  
 

9. Variety of features used in the tweets.  

The fake news spreaders used limited vocabulary terms compared with real news 
spreaders. The features variety is represented in equation (15). 

Number of different wordsused inaauthor profile
FeaturesVariety

Total Number of words inthetraining dataset
              (15) 

The feature variety ratio is less for fake news spreaders profiles compared to real 
news spreaders profiles.  

 

 

10. Sentiment based Features 

Fake News Spreaders used more number of positive and negative words because 
they are creating or spreading fake news to criticise or defame the reputation of 
entities like product, person or service etc.In this context, the number of positive 
sentences, number of negative sentences, number of subjective sentences and the 
polarity of total tweets of one author are used as features to differentiate the fake 
news spreaders writings from real news spreaders.  

Finding the polarity like positive, negative or neutral of a sentence is a subject of 
sentiment analysis. The Vader Sentiment Analysis tool [27] is used to determine the 
polarity of individual tweets. This tool provides the positive, negative or neutral score 
of a sentence. The average of all tweets polarities scores give the polarity score of a 
particular author.  

 

11. Number of emoticons 

Fake News Spreaders used more number of emoticons to reduce the size of tweet 
as well as it is easy to convey the opinion of author in messages. In this context, a 
different types of emotion based featuressuch as number of positive emoticons in a 
tweet, number of negative emoticons in a tweet, number of tweets that contain 
emoticon in individual author profiles, the ratio of number of tweets that contain 
emoticon and total number of tweets in author profile and number of unique 
emoticons are used in this work to detect fake news spreaders from real news 
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spreaders.The NRC Emotion Lexicon [12] is used to extract the emoticons based 
features.  

 
12. Number of URL’s  

The Fake News Spreaders showing more interest to send URL’s to other users 
instead of sending textual content. The number of URL’s is more in Fake news 
spreaders content when compared with the content of real news spreaders. The 
average number of URL’s per tweet is used as feature.This feature is number of 
URL’s are used by author divided by total number of tweets in an author profile.  

 
13. Number of retweets used in tweet messages.  

The fake news spreaders used more number of retweets compared to real news 
spreaders. 

 
14. Number of @mentions 

The fake news spreaders used less number of @mentionswhen compared with 
real users. 
 

15. Misspelled words  

Fake News Spreaders checks the messages multiple times before forwarding the 
message to different authors. The real news spreaders forward the text without 
checking multiple times. The real news creators not worried about the structure and 
syntax of the text. Their intention is whether the message is easilyunderstand by the 
people or not. So, there is a possibility of less number of misspelled words in fake 
news spreaders writings when compared with writings of real users. An English 
dictionary [28] is used to check whether the word is correct word or misspelled word.  

 
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiment is conducting for identification of fake news spreaders from real 
news spreaders. The fake news spreaders detection is possible by identifying the 
suitable stylistic differences among their texts. In this work, a set of stylistic features 
are identified by analysing the dataset. Four machine learning algorithms are used to 
predict the accuracy of proposed stylistic features based approach for fake news 
spreaders detection. The confusion matrix shows number of actual profiles correctly 
and incorrectly predicted. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix for K-Nearest 
Neighbour Classifier. 
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Table 3. Confusion Matrix for K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier 

 Predicted Class 

Actual 
Class 

 
Fake 
News 
Profiles 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

Fake 
News 
Profiles 

115 35 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

41 109 

 

In table 3, fake news profiles of 115 correctly classified as fake news profiles, 35 
fake news profiles are incorrectly classified as real news profiles, real news profiles 
of 41 incorrectly classified as fake news profiles, 109 real news profiles as correctly 
classified as real news profiles. The accuracy of KNN classifier is represented in 
equation (16). 

 

 

115 109

11
7

5
4.

35 41 1
6

0
6

9
KNNAccuracy






 
              (16) 

The confusion matrix for Naïve Bayes Classifier is displayed in table 4. 

Table 4. Confusion Matrix for Naïve Bayes Classifier 

 Predicted Class 

Actual 
Class 

 
Fake 
News 
Profiles 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

Fake 
News 
Profiles 

119 31 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

39 111 

 

In table 4, fake news profiles of 119 correctly classified as fake news profiles, 31 
fake news profiles are incorrectly classified as real news profiles, real news profiles 
of 39 incorrectly classified as fake news profiles, 111 real news profiles as correctly 
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classified as real news profiles. The accuracy of NB classifier is represented in 
equation (17). 

 

 

119 111

119 31 39 1
7 .6

1
6 7

1
NBAccuracy



 



          (17) 

The confusion matrix for SVM Classifier is displayed in table 5. 

Table 5. Confusion Matrix for SVM Classifier 

 Predicted Class 

Actual 
Class 

 
Fake 
News 
Profiles 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

Fake 
News 
Profiles 

122 28 

Real 
News 
Profiles 

31 119 

 

In table 5, fake news profiles of 122 correctly classified as fake news profiles, 28 
fake news profiles are incorrectly classified as real news profiles, real news profiles 
of 31 incorrectly classified as fake news profiles, 119 real news profiles as correctly 
classified as real news profiles. The accuracy of SVM classifier is represented in 
equation (18). 

 

 

122 119

12
8

2
0.

28 31 1
3

1
3

9
SVMAccuracy






 
            (18) 

The confusion matrix for Random Forest Classifier is represented in table 6. 

 

Table 6. Confusion Matrix for Random Forest Classifier 

 Predicted Class 

Actual 
Class 

 
Fake News 
Profiles 

Real News 
Profiles 

Fake News 
Profiles 

129 21 

Real News 
Profiles 

28 122 
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In table 6, fake news profiles of 129 correctly classified as fake news profiles, 21 
fake news profiles are incorrectly classified as real news profiles, real news profiles 
of 28 incorrectly classified as fake news profiles, 122 real news profiles as correctly 
classified as real news profiles. The accuracy of NB classifier is represented in 
equation (19). 

 

 

129 122

129 21 28 1
8 .6

2
3 7

2
NBAccuracy



 



          (19) 

The table 7 shows the accuracies of fake news spreaders detection when 
experimented with different classifiers using stylistic features.  

Table 7. The Accuracies of Fake News Spreaders Detection when experimented 
with stylistic Features 

Machine Learning 
Algorithms / 
Features 

Accuracy 

 

 

KNN 74.66 

NB 76.67 

SVM 80.33 

RF 83.67 

 

In table 7, the RF classifier attained best accuracy of 83.57 for fake news spreaders 
detection. The performance of RF classifier is good when compared with other 
classification algorithms. It was observed that the readability features, sentiment 
features and similarity scores are influenced more to improve the accuracy of fake 
news spreaders detection. 

8. Conclusion and Future Scope 

The people are showing more interest to collect the news from different social media 
platforms like Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram etc. The spreading of fake 
news becomes a bigger challenge for the people to decide which one is correct. 
Several researchers proposed solutions to detect fake news in last five years. 
Recently, the researchers are concentrated on detection of a human who spreads 
fake news in social media platforms. PAN competition organized a task on fake news 
spreader in 2020. In this work, a stylistic features based approach is proposed to 
detect the fake news spreaders. In this approach, different stylistic features are 
identified by analysing the Twitter tweets dataset that was provided in the 
competition. The experiment conducted with different machine learning algorithms 
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like RF, NB, K-Nearest Neighbour and Support Vector Machine to generate the 
classification model for predicting class label of test vectors. The Random Forest 
classifier achieved good accuracy of 83.57 for fake news spreader detection when 
compared with other algorithms.  

In future work, we are planning to identify the topic specific features because the 
topics discussed in fake news spreaders is less when compared with the topics 
discussed in real news spreaders. We are also planning to implement character and 
word n-grams to differentiate the writing styles of fake news spreaders from real 
news spreaders.  
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